
Addiction Recovery: Success Stories: Virtue
Recovery Killeen Shares Inspiring Testimonials
of Transformation

Each story of recovery reinforces our mission and

reminds us of our work's impact on individual lives

and the community.

Virtue Recovery Killeen is changing lives

with its holistic approach to addiction

recovery, as reflected in the community's

positive reviews and testimonials.

KILLEEN, TEXAS, UNITED STATES, April

16, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Publicly

Recognized Success Stories: Virtue

Recovery Killeen Shares Inspiring

Testimonials of Transformation

Killeen has recently seen an increase in

drug and alcohol abuse, which has

emphasized the urgent demand for

enhanced community engagement,

preventive strategies, and support frameworks. Recent reviews have highlighted the positive

work being done within the community to thwart the pervasive issue of substance and alcohol

abuse, including the persistent opioid crisis, signaling a pressing requirement for accessible

treatment solutions and community-driven initiatives.

The overwhelmingly positive

reviews & heartfelt

testimonials from those who

have come to Virtue

Recovery Center in Killeen

are humbling. It's a

testament to our dedicated

team's effort.”

Michael Banis

Virtue Recovery Center: Transforming Lives Through

Compassionate Care

Overwhelmingly positive reviews and testimonials for

Virtue Recovery Killeen paint a vivid picture of its influence

on lives touched. These heartfelt accounts, filled with

stories of transformation and renewal, attest to Virtue

Recovery Killeen's role in the journey toward recovery. They

highlight the center's ability to foster meaningful, lasting

change and underscore the support and holistic care it

provides. Through these testimonials, the dedication of

Virtue Recovery Killeen's team shines through, marking a significant, positive footprint in the

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.virtuerecoverykilleen.com/substance-abuse-treatment-killeen-tx/
https://www.virtuerecoverykilleen.com/substance-abuse-treatment-killeen-tx/


heart of Killeen, celebrated by the community it serves.

Overwhelming Positive Feedback from the Killeen, TX Community

Kim Mendez recently testified that “This facility is ,hands down, the best place to receive genuine

care during your recovery process!! The staff truly cares for you and will go to bat to make sure

you are taken care of!! The beds are so comfortable! Victoria from house keeping goes above

and beyond! Tyrone, Naomi, Nicole- y’all were the best! Gina and Felix, thank y’all so much for so

many tools to use in life! I can’t name all of the staff but they’re all wonderful ❤️I hope to one day

cross paths with some of the amazing individuals I had the pleasure of working with in my

recovery journey! ❤️   Keep up the great work!!”

Andrew Neuauer from Killeen said “I hit a rough patch heading into the holidays and relapsed, so

I went back to Virtue for help. I had gone to the facility in Vegas a while back, but for insurance

reasons I had to go to Killeen. Yes! Virtue is that good of a facility it's worth traveling to, Killeen

provided transportation to and from Austin airport. Really the only thing different between the

two facilities was the location. Killeen is definitely a 5-star treatment center, very clean with

beautiful room and comfortable beds. The staff was amazing from housekeeping to the director!

Their program is great with a nice mix of classes and free time, with plenty of activities to do.”

Andrew further added “You cannot go wrong by picking Virtue for your treatment! oh... also ask

about "Tyrone Bingo" it's a wonderful night of entertainment!! Big hearted thank you to all the

staff, you're all a blessing!! followed with the ’Serenity Prayer.’”

John Mceuen included in his review: “This is celebrity rehab! The facility is brand new and

awesome. Beds 9/10 Food is 9/10 and staff 9/10. The staff is really what makes this place special.

They are all recovering addicts and don't look down on you. They really want to help. They know

your name the minute you walk in the door. The only regret I have is not going to this place

sooner.”

“Virtue Recovery Center was the best thing  I have done in my life. The staff is very attentive to

my needs as a recovering person. Ms Naomi and the rest of the BHT staff were phenomenal in

caring for all as a whole. Tyrone and Jake made sure I was feed and ready for recovery. Ms Enice,

Tiffany, Wendy and Ian and Jessica the late night BHTs were the best I could hope for.The nursing

staff, Randa, Rikki, Tiera, Kayla,Mathew, Holley and Sharon ensured I received my medications

exactly as prescribed for me.” Said Kyle Jeter, further adding “Greatest Ever!!!!The food was

phenomenal due to the expertise of the head Chef Heather and her crew Giovanny (Joey) and

Jose. The clinical staff which includes Kerri, Angela my therapist, Felix, Angela S., Gina, and of

course Dr. Raj. Were impressive to say the least. Last but not least Victoria and Catalina are the

best housekeepers ever. Maintenance man Jorge, was outstanding. The facility is top notch

including the exercise room. Best Ever”.

Overwhelmingly Positive Reviews for Virtue Recovery Killeen

http://www.virtuerecoverykilleen.com/


Michael Banis, Chief Development Officer, proclaimed, "Seeing the overwhelmingly positive

reviews and heartfelt testimonials from those who have walked through our doors at Virtue

Recovery Center in Killeen is humbling and incredibly motivating. Each story of recovery

reinforces our mission and reminds us of our work's impact on individual lives and the

community as a whole. It's a testament to our dedicated team's effort and the strength of those

we serve. We're committed to continuing this vital work, ensuring that each person who comes

to us finds the support and care they need to embark on a journey of healing and renewal."

Virtue Recovery Killeen is celebrated for its dedication to overcoming substance abuse. The flood

of positive feedback and transformative stories from its clientele highlights its programs'

significant, life-changing impact, underscoring the center's essential role in fostering hope, aiding

recovery, and renewing purpose. More than just a treatment facility, Virtue Recovery Killeen has

unified the community, creating a collective resilience against substance dependency. This

shared strength reflected in the center and the community it nurtures forms a solid base for a

future where everyone can access health, wellness, and prosperity.

###

Virtue Recovery Center in Killeen, TX, a nationally accredited, trauma-informed treatment facility,

offers a broad spectrum of care levels, including medical detox and residential treatment. It is

dedicated to treating addictions to alcohol, heroin, meth, cocaine, marijuana, opioids, fentanyl,

and prescription drugs, with a primary goal of fostering long-term recovery success. Virtue

Recovery Center in Killeen embraces a holistic approach to addiction treatment, aiming for the

healing of the mind, body, and spirit to ensure a thorough and lasting recovery. The center

boasts executive chef-prepared meals, cutting-edge amenities, a favorable staff-to-client ratio,

on-site gym, and options for private rooms.
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Virtue Recovery Center Killeen
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